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Abstract

On 5 June 2009, a catastrophic rockslide debris flow occurred at the crest of the Jiweis-
han range, Chongqing Municipality, China, killing 74 people and injuring an additional
eight. We use L-band ALOS/PALSAR imagery to address landslide processes before,
during and after the slide. We employ three different SAR methods, i.e. short baseline5

subsets (SBAS) interferometric SAR (InSAR), SAR backscattering intensity change,
and InSAR stacking algorithm, to study any ground deformation before the rockslide,
investigate the affected area, and calculate the topographic change by this slide, re-
spectively. First, continuous deformation has been observed based on the available
ALOS/PALSAR InSAR imagery during June and December 2007. Second, the area10

affected by the landslide can be inferred based on changes in SAR backscattering in-
tensity as well as surface topography, with an estimated area of 0.47 million m2. Last,
an InSAR-derived post-slide digital elevation model has allowed us to estimate sur-
face height changes due to the slide, reaching about −80 m at the source region and
about 60 m in the deposit region, respectively. Our InSAR-derived estimates have been15

validated using in-situ data and 3-D LiDAR measurements. The proposed procedures
for rockslide analysis with satellite SAR imagery over a remote, mountainous, heav-
ily vegetated region can be further extended to similar geo-hazards investigation and
monitoring.

1 Introduction20

Rockslide is the movement of a mass of rock, debris, or earth down a slope under
the influence of gravity (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). Rockslide failures have resulted in
enormous casualties and huge economic losses in mountainous regions (Kwong et al.,
2004; Parker et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2010). In recent years, many different mapping
techniques have been implemented to study rockslide inventories, deformation moni-25

toring, and hazard and vulnerability assessments (Parise, 2001). In order to achieve
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the best results, both conventional methods such as geomorphological field mapping,
visual interpretation of aerial photographs and new techniques such as interpretation
and analysis of satellite imagery are frequently applied (Guzzetti et al., 2012).

Satellite synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has great advantages due to its broad cov-
erage and high spatial resolution under all weather conditions (Massonnet and Feigl,5

1998). Interferometric SAR (InSAR) technique has been used in various landslide stud-
ies, not only for location detection (Cascini et al., 2010; Bulmer et al., 2006; Zhao et al.,
2012a), but also for deformation monitoring. Various InSAR techniques have been em-
ployed, including the traditional differential InSAR method (Strozzi et al., 2005), the
short baseline subsets (SBAS) InSAR method (Berardino et al., 2003), the corner re-10

flector InSAR (Fu et al., 2010; Xia et al., 2004), the persistent scatterer InSAR tech-
nique (Hilley et al., 2004; Colesanti et al., 2003; Vladimir and Jan, 2011) and ground
based InSAR technique (Leva et al., 2003). InSAR-derived landslide deformation pat-
terns further provide insights into the dynamics of landslides, including the interaction
of landslides and tectonic motions and the deformation characteristics in relation to the15

El Nino phenomenon (Hilley et al., 2004; Colesanti et al., 2003) and the precipitation
rate (Zhao et al., 2012a). In addition, InSAR can be used to calculate a digital elevation
model (DEM) and therefore calculate topographic changes induced by a landslide (e.g.
Lu et al., 2010). Furthermore, the change in SAR backscattering intensity can be used
to infer the area affected by a landslide (Lu et al., 2010). The challenges in the appli-20

cation of the InSAR technique to landslide investigation are due to the vegetation and
temporal decorrelation as well as atmospheric delay anomalies (Zebker and Villasenor,
1992; Berardino et al., 2003). Also, the side-looking SAR imaging geometry can cause
layover and shadow defects in mountainous regions.

The Jiweishan rockslide debris flow occurred at the crest of the Jiweishan,25

Chongqing Municipality, China, where an iron mine is located (Fig. 1). According to
the classification of rockslide by Hungr et al. (2001), the Jiweishan rockslide can be
classified as a rockslide debris flow. The Jiweishan range elongates along the N–S
direction. The eastern flank of the range is a 50 ∼ 150m cliff facing towards Tiejiang
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creek to the east. The terrain over the Jiweishan varies from 1442 m a.s.l. at the peak to
1000 m a.s.l. at the toe, giving a height difference of about 440 m. The rock movement
can be traced back to 1960s, when a crack was found on the surface of the east-facing
cliff. In 1999, the width of the crack reached 1.5 m (Xu et al., 2010). In September
2001, some small-scale rockfalls occurred in the southern part of the cliff. After 2005,5

the rock fall activity increased and began to extend to the northern part of the cliff
progressively. In July and August 2007, geo-hazard investigation of the Jiweishan was
carried out by a professional geological team (Xu et al., 2010; Yin et al., 2011). A rock
avalanche zone along the eastern cliff, about 1000 m long, 10 m wide, and 15–20 m
high (a volume of about 200 000 m3), was defined. The eastern boundary of the poten-10

tial affected area is accompanied by Tiejiang creek at the foot of the mountain. People
in the potential affected area were evacuated. However, at that time nobody predicted
that such a large and high speed rockslide would occur in the Jiweishan, due to the
limited understanding of the complex geomorphology and the historical activity of the
slide. Unfortunately, at about 3 p.m. on 5 June 2009, an approximately five-million cubic15

meter rock mass slid along the weak interlayer. Rock mass from the source area (the
southern part of the Jiweishan) disintegrated quickly and dropped more than 50 m of
debris into Tiejiang creek. Because of the huge kinetic energy, the sliding mass rode
over the valley and ran up the opposite slope of Tiejiang creek. Blocked by this slope,
the slide mass transformed into a high-speed debris flow, which travelled down along20

Tiejiang creek and formed an about 2.2 km long deposit. An ore mine was obliterated,
with a loss of 74 persons. It was estimated that the whole sliding process lasted less
than 1 min (Xu et al., 2010).

To investigate this huge catastrophic rockslide avalanche (fragment flow), multiple
methods including field investigation, remote sensing (except SAR imagery data), 3-D25

LiDAR and aerial photographs taken by an unmanned airplane were used (Xu et al.,
2010; Yin et al., 2011). In this study, we employ satellite SAR imagery to recover the
pre-slide time-series deformation, co-slide affected area and post-slide height change.
We arrange this manuscript as follows: Sect. 2 gives the SAR data and research
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schemes; Sect. 3 introduces the methods involved; Sect. 4 contains the results and
analysis; and the last section provides some concluding remarks.

2 Data and research schemes

The Jiweishan mountainous region is located in the southwest of China, where the to-
pographic relief is over 400 m. The foggy and rainy climate has made it impossible to5

obtain optical satellite imagery, and flourishing vegetation decorrelates InSAR imagery
at shorter wavelengths. L-band advanced land satellite observation (ALOS) PALSAR
data has more advantages than C-band Envisat and X-band TerraSAR-X data due to
its longer wavelength (e.g. Lu et al., 2010). Accordingly, we have obtained archived
ALOS/PALSAR data over the study area: a total of 11 scenes of ALOS/PALSAR data10

are applied. A 3-arc-second SRTM DEM (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org) is used for both dif-
ferential InSAR deformation mapping and DEM change calculation. In order to get
high-spatial deformation images, the fine beam double polarization (FBD) images are
oversampled to the pixel spacing of the fine beam single polarization (FBS) images.
Moreover, only a multi-look number of 2 (1 pixel in the range and 2 pixels in the az-15

imuth directions) is applied to generate InSAR interferograms at a spatial spacing of
∼ 7.5m in both directions. Images at this spacing have the potential to detect small-
scale rockslides and also are better suited to map rockslides with large deformation
gradients at the expense of low coherence (Sandwell et al., 2008).

Our objectives are to (1) investigate any landslide motion before the catastrophic col-20

lapse, (2) infer the area affected by the landslide, and (3) estimate topographic changes
caused by the landslide. Accordingly, we generate the following 3 groups of interfero-
grams (Fig. 2):

1. 7 interferograms are used to obtain pre-slide deformation time series;

2. 2 closest SAR intensity images spanning the 5 June 2009 rockslide are used to25

infer the area affected by the rockslide;
1803
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3. 7 interferometric pairs after the rockslide are used to obtain surface height change
caused by the rockslide.

3 Methodology

3.1 Pre-rockslide time-series deformation monitoring with SBAS algorithm

In order to mitigate the atmospheric artefacts and the residual topographic effect in5

multi-temporal InSAR images, one of the advanced InSAR techniques termed as short
baseline subsets (SBAS) InSAR technique is applied (Berardino et al., 2002). SBAS
also works when limited interferometric sets are available (Mora et al., 2003). Before
SBAS calculation, a minimum cost flow unwrapping algorithm (Chen and Zebker, 2002)
is used to unwrap the phase in two dimensions and then a phase closure technique10

(Biggs et al., 2007) was used to identify the major unwrapping errors remaining in the
interferograms.

For a given unwrapped interferogram j , the phase at pixel (x,r) (where x and r are
the azimuth and slant range coordinates, respectively) computed from the SAR acqui-
sitions at epoch tA (start time) and tB (end time) can be written as follows (Berardino15

et al., 2002):

δϕj (x,r) =ϕ(tB,x,r)−ϕ(tA,x,r)

= δϕdefo
j (x,r)+δϕtopo

j (x,r)+δϕatm
j (x,r)+δϕnoise

j (x,r) (1)

where, δϕdefo
j is slant deformation phase between tA and tB; δϕtopo

j represents topo-20

graphic phase error, its impact on deformation maps is a function of the perpendicular
baseline B⊥j , the slant range distance R, look angle θ and DEM error ∆Z ; δϕatm

j ac-
counts for temporal atmospheric variation at different SAR acquisition tA and tB; the
final term δϕnoise

j is the other noise sum. The first three terms of the right side of

1804
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Eq. (1) can be expressed as follows
δϕdefo

j (x,r) =
4π
λ

[d (tB,x,r)−d (tA,x,r)] = aj (x,r) · v +δϕnl defo
j (x,r)

δϕtopo
j (x,r) =

4π
λ

B⊥j∆Z

R sinθ
= bj (x,r) ·∆Z

δϕatm
j (x,r) =ϕatm (tB,x,r)−ϕatm (tA,x,r)

(2)

where λ is the SAR wavelength, v is the deformation rate, δϕnl defo
j (x,r) is the nonlinear

deformation between two SAR acquisition dates. The Eq. (1) can then be rewritten in
matrix form as follows5

δϕ(x,r) = [A(x,r),B(x,r)]
[

v
∆Z

]
+N(x,r) (3)

where A(x,r) = [a1(x,r) . . .aM (x,r)]T , B(x,r) = [b1(x,r) . . .bM (x,r)]T . The estimated lin-
ear deformation rate and DEM error phases are then subtracted from all unwrapped
interferograms. Next, the atmospheric phase can be separated by high-pass filtering in10

the temporal domain and low-pass filtering in the spatial domain, because the atmo-
spheric artefacts are spatially correlated and temporally random (Ferretti et al., 2001).
If there exit several sub-datasets, a general inverse method such as singular value de-
composition (SVD) is applied to estimate the deformation at each SAR acquisition date
and DEM error. Then, the nonlinear deformation phase at different SAR acquisition15

dates will be calculated. Lastly, the accumulated deformation series can be achieved
by integrating the deformation in each neighbouring SAR acquisition dates as follows.

δϕdefo
k (x,r) = (tk − t1)v +

k∑
i=2

φnl defo
i , (4)

where t1 is the earliest SAR acquisition date, tk is the k-th SAR acquisition date.
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3.2 Down-slope deformation calculation

InSAR can only measure the deformation along the line-of-light (LOS) direction. That is,
the InSAR measurement represents the component of ground deformation projected to
the LOS direction. Given some assumptions, the LOS deformation can be transformed
to the measurement with a specific angle and azimuth direction. The transformation5

between the LOS direction and down-slope direction is straight forward. The unit vector
of LOS can be defined as follows (Zhao et al., 2012a).

r =

 reast
rnorth
rup

 =

−sinθcosαs
sinθsinαs
cosθ

 (5)

where θ is incidence angle with respect to the “flat earth”, i.e. the angle between the10

vertical direction and the radar LOS, and αs is the satellite flight azimuth. The unit
vector of slope direction can be defined as follows.

u =

ueast
unorth
uup

 =

−sinαcosφ
−cosαcosφ
sinφ

 (6)

where φ is the slope angle above the horizontal surface and α is the slope azimuth15

(aspect angle). So the deformation in the slope direction can be expressed as (Zhao
et al., 2012a).

dslope = dLOS/
(
reastueast + rnorthunorth + rupuup

)
(7)

3.3 Co-rockslide affected region detection with SAR intensity map

SAR backscattering intensity is the cumulative contribution of surface roughness, di-20

electric constant, and terrain slope, all of which are a function of radar parameters such
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as incidence angle, wavelength, and polarization (Ulaby et al., 1986). For the repeat-
pass radar observations, the ratio of backscattering intensity qualitatively reflects the
change in surface roughness and dielectric constant (which is primarily controlled by
surface moisture) (Lu and Meyer, 2002; Lu et al., 2010). Therefore, we delineate the
landslide-affected area mainly using the ratio of SAR backscattering returns. However,5

if the co-event SAR image pair maintains adequate coherence, the loss of coherence
of the co-event interferogram can be used to further infer the area affected by the rock-
slide collapse (Lu et al., 2010).

3.4 Post-rockslide height change calculation

Before the rockslide on 5 June 2009, much of the Jiweishan was covered by heavy10

vegetation (Fig. 3a), resulting a complete loss of coherence for C-band interferograms.
The coherence for L-band interferograms is generally poor and can be lost if the per-
pendicular baseline is more than about 1 km. However, after the sliding, the vegetation
was destroyed (Fig. 3b), making the InSAR images coherent for a long time.

We employ the multi-interferogram method (Ferretti et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2003; Zhao15

et al., 2012b; Ebmeier et al., 2012) to generate a DEM that represents the surface to-
pography after the rockslide. We produce interferograms with the shortest temporal
intervals and mitigate the difficulty in phase unwrapping over the mountainous region
by subtracting the 3-arc second SRTM DEM from each interferogram. Then the inter-
ferograms are stacked to calculate the final DEM change map.20

4 Results and analysis

4.1 Pre-rockslide time-series deformation

The flight direction of ascending ALOS satellite is −10.2 degree from the north and the
incidence angle is 38.7 degree from the vertical over the Jiweishan rockslide. The rock-
slide geometry is defined with the azimuth direction as 12 degree from the north and25
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the slope angle as 14.8 degree below the surface (Xu et al., 2010). Accordingly, time-
series deformation maps in down-slope direction can be generated with the abovemen-
tioned algorithm in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. Four time-series deformation maps with a time
separation of 46 days between adjacent acquisitions are shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, we can see the obvious deformation phenomena occurred as early as5

10 June 2007 and the surface continuously deformed during the monitoring period.
Unfortunately, we do not have earlier SAR data to trace the deformation before June
2007. Neither do we have coherent interferograms to allow us to analyze any ground
deformation between 11 December 2007 and 5 June 2009. However, we are sure
that precursory pre-rockslide time-series deformation exists based on the available10

interferograms (Fig. 4).
In order to closely analyze the deformation of the Jiweishan before the rockslide,

the cumulative deformation during 10 June 2007 and 11 December 2007 is shown in
Fig. 5, where the deformed region is outlined and the total deformation (in 184 days)
along profile AB is shown in Fig. 6.15

Based on Figs. 4 and 5, the deformed part of the Jiweishan, the source of 5 June
2009 debris flow, is obviously distinguishable from the stable part. The length of the
deformed block (outlined as an irregular polygon in Fig. 5), is over 600 m. The average
width of the deformed block is around 150 m. The deformed geometry can be partially
verified with an aerial photograph taken after sliding (shown as inset in Fig. 5). As20

described by Xu et al. (2010), and Yin et al (2011), the source area of the rockslide
can be divided into two parts: a driving block to the south and a resisting block to the
north. The driving block is a quasi-quadrilateral shape in plane with a length of 480 m
and an average width of 140 m. The resisting block to the north is a triangle shape in
plane, with a length of 240 m and an average width of 130 m. So, the pre-slide deformed25

shape from our InSAR measurement and the sliding shape from the post-slide aerial
photo are highly consistent.

As shown from Fig. 6, the deformed length of the Jiweishan slide is over 600 m along
the profile AB based on InSAR measurements. There is a difference of around 100 m in
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length between the InSAR and the aerial photograph measurements. This is because
the front part (the north part) of the slide is incoherent and no useful deformation can
be achieved based on InSAR phase measurements. In addition, InSAR measurements
suggest spatially variable deformation patterns along the slide (Fig. 6). The lower el-
evation part of the slide deformed more than the higher elevation part. The maximum5

deformation within 184 days amounted to 35 cm in down-slope direction.

4.2 Co-rockslide intensity change map

The two closest SAR images across the rockslide event are used to detect the affected
area. The intensity maps acquired on 28 January 2009 and 15 June 2009 are shown
in Figs. 7a and b, respectively, while the change map between Figs. 7a and b is shown10

in Fig. 7c. For comparison, the affected area obtained from aerial photography (Xu
et al., 2010) is outlined with the dashed line. Areas with significant changes such as
the source region, the scouring region and the deposit region, can be inferred based on
SAR intensity changes (Fig. 7c). The source and scouring regions are characterized
by lower SAR backscattering returns after the sliding event while the deposit region15

is marked with higher backscattering after the rockslide. However, we have found that
SAR intensity images can not precisely delineate the whole area affected by the rock-
slide. If we had two SAR images with a shorter time span, we could also explore InSAR
coherence change to assist the mapping of the affected area (Lu et al., 2010). Unfortu-
nately, we do not have any adequate interferogram spanning the 5 June 2009 rockslide20

to allow us to infer the affected area based on coherence loss (Lu et al., 2010).

4.3 Post-rockslide height change estimation

In order to quantitatively assess the affected area and surface damage caused by the
rockslide, a height change map (shown in Fig. 8) is generated based on the stacking
result from 7 post-slide interferograms.25
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From Fig. 8, the affected area can be segmented into three parts: one source part
to the south, the scouring area in the middle, and the deposit part to the north. The
total length of the affected area is over 2 km and the maximum width of affected area
is about 450 m. Even though, there are some incoherent areas caused by layover in
the cliff and scouring regions, the height change map detected by InSAR is consistent5

with the thickness contour map measured by 3-D LiDAR technique (Yin et al., 2011).
We validate the DEM change estimated by InSAR using the measurements from 3-D
LiDAR technique (Fig. 9).

From Fig. 9, we can conclude that the height and height change are reversely corre-
lated, i.e. the mass slid from the higher elevation part to the lower elevation part. The10

length of source part is 600 m, and the length of two deposit parts is ∼ 1.6km. The
maximum decreased height was around 80 m over the source region and the thick-
est deposit was about 60 m located at the lower elevation part. The remaining debris
entrained and scoured the convex slopes, crossed over Tiejiang creek, rushed up the
opposite creek wall and was deposited at a lower elevation for another ∼ 30m. The15

DEM change profiles from InSAR and 3-D LiDAR measurements agree with each other
very well. Please note the InSAR measurement is affected by decorrelation over steep
slopes. Ideally this problem can be compensated by InSAR imagery of the opposite
viewing geometry if available.

5 Concluding remarks20

L-band ALOS/PALSAR imagery data have been successfully used to map three stages
of rockslide surface changes, including pre-slide time-series deformation monitoring,
co-slide affected region detection and post-slide height change measurement. The
co-slide affected area and post-slide height change results are validated with aerial
photography and 3-D LiDAR measurements conducted after the rockslide and good25

agreement is achieved. Most importantly, pre-slide time-series deformation has been
recovered with limited available SAR imagery, which can be very useful to study the
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mechanism of the rockslide. Lastly, the methods of investigating this rockslide can also
be extended to the other rockslide cases, which will be beneficial to slide early warning
and timely protection.
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Fig. 1. Shaded-relief image over the Jiweishan range, Chongqing Municipality, China. Two
rectangles labelled as (I) and (II) will be further discussed in Figs. 4 and 5 and Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. The inset is a sketch map of Chongqing Municipality, showing the relative location
of the Jiweishan range.
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Geomorphological map of the Jiweishan range, Chongqing Municipality, China. The Jiweishan rockslide is divided into driving block and resisting key block. Expectant rockfall risk zone and real rockslide hazard zone are superimposed. The SAR data cover the whole map are used for co-slide and post-slide analysis as shown in Figs. 7 to 8, while the data cover up-left dashed rectangle are used for pre-slide analysis as shown  in Figs. 4 to 5. The inset is a sketch map of Chongqing Municipality, showing the relative location of the Jiweishan range.
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Fig. 2. Schematic figure on SAR combinations of ALOS/PALSAR imagery data for the Jiweis-
han rockslide analysis, different symbols indicate different SAR combinations.
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Fig. 3. Two photos over the Jiweishan rockslide, (A) taken 5 h before sliding and (B) taken after
the sliding. Red arrows indicate the same location, while black arrows indicate the down-slope
directions in different photos.
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Fig. 4. Deformation maps within 46 days over the Jiweishan region before 5 June 2009 sliding.
The slide geometry is shown at the bottom of the figure.
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Fig. 5. The cumulative deformation map during 10 June and 11 December 2007 (184 days).
The irregular polygon outlines the deformed rockslide body. Black triangle indicates the refer-
ence point for InSAR time-series analysis. Profile AB will be discussed in Fig. 6. The inset is
the aerial photograph taken after Jiweishan sliding (Yin et al., 2011).
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Fig. 6. Cumulative deformation in downslope direction within 184 days and SRTM DEM along
profile AB shown in Fig. 5. The vertical grey bar indicates the back scarp point.
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(a) intensity map in 20090128 (b) intensity map in 20090615 (c) intensity change map between (a) and (b)

Fig. 7. Two SAR Intensity images acquired on 28 January 2009 (a) and 15 June 2009 (b). (c)
Intensity change map between (a) and (b). Dashed polygon is superimposed on each map to
indicate the affected area inferred from aerial photo. In (c), source area, scouring area and two
deposit areas are indicated.
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Fig. 8. DEM change map calculated by InSAR stacking method after Jiweishan sliding. The
black dashed line delineates the affected region based on an aerial photo and the blue dashed
line represents the location of the profile AB shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Cross-section of pre-slide SRTM DEM, DEM change measured by InSAR and 3-D
LiDAR techniques after Jiweishan sliding along profile AB. The vertical grey bar indicates the
transaction point between the source area and the deposit area, while the black arrow shows
the location of scouring region between two deposit areas.
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